Abstract. In this paper, using new correction to the Crouzeix-Raviart finite element eigenvalue approximations, we obtain lower eigenvalue bounds for the Steklov eigenvalue problem with variable coefficients on d-dimensional domains (d = 2, 3). In addition, we prove that the corrected eigenvalues asymptotically converge to the exact ones from below whether the eigenfunctions are singular or smooth and whether the eigenvalues are large enough or not. Further, we prove that the corrected eigenvalues still maintain the same convergence order as that of uncorrected eigenvalues. Finally, numerical experiments validate our theoretical results.
Introduction
It is an important topic to obtain upper and lower bounds for eigenvalues. As we all know, thanks to the minimum-maximum principle, it is easy to obtain guaranteed upper bounds of eigenvalues by conforming finite element methods (FEMs). Naturally, attentions have been paid to finding lower bounds of eigenvalues by nonconforming finite elements, such as the rotated bilinear (Q rot 1 ) finite element [19, 20, 13, 16] , the extension of Q rot 1 W 1,∞ (Ω) and α 0 ≤ α(x) for a given constant α 0 > 0.
Among the above references, [16, 30, 34, 21] discuss lower eigenvalue bounds for the Steklov eigenvalue problem with constant coefficients. [16] proves that the CR finite element produces asymptotic lower bounds for eigenvalue in the case of singular eigenfunction. And [16, 30] also prove that the property of lower bounds in the case of nonsingular eigenfunction but under an additional condition that the eigenvalue is large enough. [34] obtains guaranteed lower bounds for eigenvalues by correcting the CR finite element eigenvalues approximations, but convergence order of the corrected eigenvalues cannot achieve that of the uncorrected eigenvalues. [21] considers the lower bounds for eigenvalues of the Steklov eigenvalue problem by the ECR finite element (see [14, 23] ).
Based on the above work, we further discuss asymptotic lower bounds of eigenvalues for the Steklov eigenvalue problem with variable coefficients. We introduce a new correction formula (3.5) to the CR finite element eigenvalues approximations λ h and obtain the corrected eigenvalues λ c h . Our work has the following features: (1) We prove the following conclusion in Theorem 3.1 (when mesh diameter h is sufficiently small) λ ≥ λ c h , which shows that the corrected eigenvalues are lower bounds of the exact ones whether the eigenfunctions are singular or smooth and whether the eigenvalues are large enough or not (see Section 3 for details).
(2) The result in Theorem 3.2 implies that the corrected eigenvalues converge to the exact ones without the loss of convergence order, i.e., convergence order of the corrected eigenvalues is still the same as that of the uncorrected eigenvalues.
, we implement numerical experiments in Section 4. Numerical results coincide with the theoretical analysis. We are particularly pleased that the correction takes very little time.
It should be pointed out that the correction method and theoretical analysis in this paper are also valid for the ECR finite element (see Remark 3.1 in Section 3).
As for the basic theory of finite element and spectral approximation, we refer to [3, 4, 24, 5] . Throughout this paper, C denotes a generic positive constant independent on mesh size, which may not be the same at each occurrence.
Preliminary
Let H s (Ω) denote the Sobolev space with real order s on Ω. Let · s,Ω and | · | s,Ω be the norm and seminorm on H s (Ω), respectively.
denotes the Sobolev space with real order s on ∂Ω, · s,∂Ω is the norm on H s (∂Ω) and
The weak form of (1.1) can be written as:
Let π h = {κ} be a regular partition of Ω with the mesh diameter h = max{h κ } where h κ is the diameter of element κ. ε h is the set of d − 1 dimensional faces of π h . We denote by |κ| the measure of the element κ.
We consider the CR finite element space, proposed by Crouzeix and Raviart [11] , as follows:
The CR finite element approximation of (2.1) is to find (
From Theorem 4 in [26] and Remark 2.1 in [12] , we have the following regularity result. Regularity: Assume that ϕ is the solution of source problem associated with (2.1).
and
Lemma 2.1. Let (λ h , u h ) be the jth eigenpair of (2.4) and λ be the jth eigenvalue of (2.1). If h is sufficiently small, there exists u ∈ H 1+r (Ω) such that Define the Crouzeix-Raviart interpolation operator I h :
Note that the interpolation operator I h has an important orthogonality property (see equality (2.9) in [2] ): for each element κ ∈ π h , there holds (2.10)
The estimation of constants in Poincaré and the trace inequalities is a concern of academe (e.g., see [27, 6, 8, 9, 18, 34, 22] and therein). From Theorem 4.2 in [22] , we have the following Lemma 2.2. Lemma 2.2. For any element κ, the following conclusion is valid:
Consider any element κ with nodes P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P d+1 . The opposite edge/face of point P d+1 is denoted by e. The measure of e is |e|. H κ is the height of element κ respect to e. It is easy to know H κ = d|κ| |e| . Thanks to Lemma 2 of [8] and Theorem 3.3 of [34] , we have the following Lemma 2.3. Lemma 2.3. For a given element κ, there holds:
for a triangle element κ in R 2 ,
Proof. The proof can be found in Theorem 3.3 of [34] . For convenience of reading, in the case of d = 3, we write the proof here again. For any v ∈ H 1 (κ), from Green formula we have
We deduce (2.14) ((x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) − P 4 ) · n = 0, on faces P 1 P 2 P 4 , P 1 P 3 P 4 , and P 2 P 3 P 4 , 3|κ| |e| , on face P 1 P 2 P 3 .
Substituting (2.14) into (2.13), we obtain 3|κ| |e|
Taking v = u − I h u and applying estimate (2.11) we deduce
which implies that (2.12) is valid when Ω ⊂ R 3 .
The lower bounds property of corrected eigenvalues
For the problem (1.1), thanks to the minimum-maximum principle, it is easy to obtain guaranteed upper bounds for eigenvalues by conforming finite element methods. From [16] , we know that CR finite element method gives asymptotic lower bounds for eigenvalues when the corresponding eigenfunctions are singular or the eigenvalues are large enough. In this section, we introduce a correction for eigenvalues of the problem (1.1) and we will prove that the corrected eigenvalues converge to the exact ones from below whether the corresponding eigenfunctions are smooth or singular and whether the eigenvalues are large enough or not. For preparation, we prove the following inequality (3.1) and Lemma 3.1. Using (2.10) we have
The identity in the following Lemma 3.1 is an equivalent form of the identity (4.1) in [16] , which is a generalization of the identities (2.12) in [2] and (2.3) in [35] . Lemma 3.1. Let (λ, u) and (λ h , u h ) be an eigenpair of (2.1) and (2.4), respectively. Then the following identity is valid:
which together with (2.4) yields
Substituting (3.4) into (3.3), we get (3.2). Now we give correction formula (3.5) . In addition, we will prove that the correction provides asymptotic lower bounds for eigenvalues of the problem (2.1).
Denote by I 0 the piecewise constant interpolation operator on Ω. Let (λ, u) be an eigenpair of (2.1) and (λ h , u h ) be the corresponding CR finite element approximations. We introduce the following formula to correct the CR finite element approximations λ h :
where δ > 1 is any given constant. For the convenience of the next proof, we denote
By the interpolation error estimate, we know
Noting that C hκ = 0.1893h κ , we derive
In practical computation, we can't guarantee that λ h are lower bounds of λ if we are not sure the eigenfunctions are singular or the eigenvalues are large enough. Now we will prove the corrected eigenvalues λ 
Proof. We discuss the four terms on the right-hand side of (3.2). Since α ≥ α 0 , we have
From (2.10), we have
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.11) to the above equality, we deduce
which together with Young inequality yields (3.11)
For the later proof, we introduce the piecewise constant interpolation operator I b 0 on ∂Ω. Using (2.9), Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (2.12), (3.1), interpolation error estimates and trace inequality, we get 
From Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (2.12) and (2.8) we have
Combining (3.13) and (3.14), we deduce
From (3.2), (3.10), (3.1), (3.11) and (3.15), we deduce
From the definition of M , we have
which implies that
According to (2.8) , it is easy to know that, when h is sufficiently small, the third on the right-hand side of (3.16) are infinitesimals of higher order compared with the sum of the first two terms. From (3.8) and (2.7), we get that the fifth term on the right-hand side of (3.16) is an infinitesimal of higher order compared with the sum of the first two terms. Hence the sign of the right-hand side of (3.16) is determined by summation of the first two terms, i.e.,
From (3.6), we knot that (3.9) is valid. The proof is completed.
The following theorem shows that λ c h converge to λ and maintain the same convergence order as λ h . Theorem 3.2. Let (λ, u) and (λ h , u h ) be an eigenpair of (2.1) and (2.4), respectively. λ c h is a corrected eigenvalue obtained by (3.5), then we have
Proof. It is easy to deduce the conclusion. From (3.6), we have
The proof is completed.
In [16, 21] , it has been obtained that the ECR finite element can produce lower eigenvalue bounds for the Steklov eigenvalue with constant coefficient whether the eigenfunctions are smooth or singular. However, the ECR element cannot produce lower eigenvalue bounds for the Steklov eigenvalue problem with variable coefficients. Therefore we introduce correction to the ECR finite element eigenvalue approximations to obtain lower bounds of eigenvalues.
Remark 3.1 (The correction to the ECR finite element eigenvalue approximations). Let (λ h , u h ) be approximation eigenpair of (2.1) obtained by ECR element,
And using similar argument to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we can deduce that when 
Numerical experiments
In this section, to validate the theoretical results in this paper, we execute correction (3.5) to (1.1) on domain Ω. In computation, we choose α = β = 1. The discrete eigenvalue problems are solved in MATLAB 2018b on an Lenovo ideaPad PC with 1.8GHZ CPU and 8GB RAM. Our program is compiled under the package of iFEM [10] . The following notations are adopted in tables and figures.
h 0 : The diameter of Ω. h: The diameter of meshes. λ j : The jth eigenvalue of (2.1). λ j,h : The jth eigenvalue of (2.4) computed by CR finite element. λ c j,h : The approximation obtained by correcting λ j,h . t(s): The CPU time to compute eigenvalues on the finest meshes.
Numerical results on
When Ω ⊂ R 2 , we compute on the unit square
and the regular hexagon with side length of 1 (h 0 = 2); for convenience, we simplify the domains as S, L and H, respectively. First, from [16] we know that CR finite element provides asymptotic lower bounds for eigenvalues of the problem (1.1) when the eigenfunctions are singular or the eigenvalues are large enough. It's worth noting that, on the unit square and the L-shaped domain, λ 1,h converge to λ 1 from above in Tables 1 and 5 of [16] , which imply that the corresponding eigenfunctions are smooth. For the regular hexagon, the same result is obtained. In addition, from Table 2 in [34] , we know that the guaranteed lower bounds can only achieve convergence order O(h) even for convex domain. In order to obtain asymptotic lower bounds with the optimal convergence order for the problem (1.1), we use (3.5) to correct λ 1,h . New approximate eigenvalues λ c 1,h are listed in Table 1 . We depict the error curves of λ 1,h , λ Figures 1 and 2 .
From Table 1 , on the one hand, we see that λ 1,h converge to λ 1 from above and the corrected eigenvalue λ )/2
The line with slope 2 Figure 2 . The error curves of the first eigenvalues on the regular hexagon the Fichera corner domain are depicted in Figure 3 . In the two domains, we compute the first three eigenvalues using CR finite element and list the results in Table 2 . In the cube, λ 2 and λ 5 are eigenvalues with a multiplicity of 3. Corrected eigenvalues λ c 1,h are listed in Table 3 . The error curves are depicted in Figure 4 . From Table 2 , we see that, on each domain, λ 1,h converge to λ 1 from above. From Figure 4 , we know that the eigenfunctions corresponding to λ 1 are smooth. This shows that the CR finite element eigenvalue approximations are not necessarily lower bounds in the case of smooth eigenfunctions. From Table 3 , we see that, corrected eigenvalues λ c 1,h converge to λ 1 , which indicate that the correction (3.5) provides lower bounds for eigenvalues even though the eigenfunctions are smooth. From Figure 4 , we see that the error curves of λ 
